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Well at long last what feels like the      

longest month of the year is behind us.     

January is often a difficult month, combining a mix of        

unpleasant weather and little to look forward to following 

Christmas. This year with the additional pressures of a lockdown 

and home schooling for some; I’m sure the challenges of January have been     

doubly difficult. It certainly feels like some of you have been hiding under the    

duvet during the month as there has been a certain amount of “radio silence” 

resulting in little to report during the month. 

Coronavirus clearly continues to dominate our lives but there are at long last 

some positive aspects to report. Whilst one or two of our members have           

experienced the Covid symptoms during the month; a good proportion of choir 

members are now reporting that they have received their first inoculation during the last couple of weeks and 

others have imminent appointments arranged at local “jabbing” centres. At the current rate of inoculation it 

is likely that some restrictions upon our lives will be eased around Easter time and you never know, we may 

find we have the opportunity to sing again soon. After such a long break I wonder what sort of condition we 

will be in when we are finally given the all clear 

to return to rehearsals. Hopefully we will soon 

return to an acceptable level of performance  

and be able to experience the pleasure of    

singing together again. From reading various 

reports from other choirs the experience of 

lockdown has been quite different for many 

choirs. A number of choirs report that they have 

surged ahead and learnt various new songs  

using the technology available to them. We like 

many other choirs have experienced a period of 

“mothballing” and I’m sure we’ll need a         

vigorous rub down with a feather duster to clear 

all those cobwebs away. Can’t wait!!! 
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Proud Dad Moment ! 

A case of the January Blues ? 

It’s been a very difficult last year at college for my daughter 

Beth.  Due to her heart condition, she had to self isolate for 

a large period of the year and this was an additional        

challenge for her to complete her course in animal         

management.  She then decided to take  year out to get on 

the waiting list for a heart operation. During this time she 

got her course results and and found that she had passed 

with flying colours (obviously doesn't get that from her fa-

ther).  Beth has now successfully been offered 3 of her 4 

University choices and will be studying Human and Animal 

Interaction and animal science with therapy.  Hopefully she 

will answer that age old question of why cats like to lie on 

the middle of the stairs!!!!!  Very proud of my daughter. 
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Hey good looking! 
Well the last 10 months or so has been very             

challenging for us all and undoubtedly we will have all 

been affected differently. For one member of the choir, 

the forced physical isolation has provided an oppor-

tunity to develop his / her  alter ego. Leonna has taken 

the opportunity to grow her hair longer and begin to 

embrace her feminine side more openly. “I’m really 

pleased with my new hairstyle” commented Leonna” 

and I’ve found that Moroccan hair conditioner leaves it      

feeling soft and shiny.” Leonna has received a lot of 

very complimentary comments from male friends and 

acquaintances but she said that they are often taken 

aback when they hear her singing in a deep base 

voice. 

Lots of head scratching on Monday quiz nights 
In an effort to maintain some social contact between members of the choir, we have begun to meet for 

about an hour on Monday evenings. Hosted by Tim Limberger, using the Teams platform, you can take part 

using either a computer, tablet of mobile phone. The bulk of the session is taken up by a general knowledge 

quiz which is lead by a different choir member each week. The latest quiz, set by Len St John was fiendishly      

difficult with lots of low scoring amongst the assembled competitors. Look forward to seeing you at the next 

session. Contact Tim for assistance if you need help setting up your computer or phone. 


